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ABSTRACT
Analysis of Protein-Protein Interaction Networks in Aging Flight Muscle of the Male
Hawk Moth, Manduca sexta
Kylie Christiansen
Director: Bernie Wone, Ph.D.

Muscle aging negatively affects overall organismal function, performance, and
metabolism, which are essential for the health and survival of all animals. In humans,
such adverse changes increase the likelihood of injuries and illness, but the regulation of
muscle senescence is not known. To examine the regulatory aspects of muscle aging, the
hawk moth (Manduca sexta) was used as a model organism because it has flight muscles
comparable to vertebrate skeletal muscles. The focus of this study will be on the
progressive changes in protein-protein interactions (PPI) that occur in muscle of middle
age to advanced age male moths. A previous study used time series RNA-Seq data to
analyze the progressive changes in genes throughout the lifespan. Here, I use the
Cytoscape program to construct PPI networks, and further use the plug-ins MCODE and
cytoHubba to determine progressive changes in candidate hub genes from the significant
genes detected in the RNA-Seq data set. MCODE clusters the data to determine the most
highly interconnected regions, as these regions are likely to represent similar pathways,
whereas cytoHubba utilizes eleven analysis methods to analyze the data and assign scores
to each node based off the connections the node makes. Using these methods, candidate
hub genes of muscle aging can be identified in Manduca sexta. The resultant PPI
networks indicated that male moths breakdown stored fatty acids from their larval state
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for energy, but transition to breaking down protein complexes as they advance in age.
These results corroborate previous findings because male moths do not eat compared to
female moths. Examining progressive changes in female moths should advance the
regulatory understanding of the muscle aging process in higher animals.
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INTRODUCTION
Biological aging is an inevitable process of life in animals that results in the
dysfunction in molecules, cells, tissues, and organs. The extensive variety in lifespan

potential to reach old age (Lin et al., 2018). In mammals, muscle aging is an inevitable
part of biological aging that has negative effects on whole organism metabolism and
physiology, and the mechanisms underlying muscle senescence are not well described
(Hindle et al, 2015).
The gradual decline in muscle function associated with biological aging can have
a significant impact on the health and longevity of an individual. It is reported that the
fight infection and
replace damaged tissue by harming tissue regeneration and molecular repair mechanisms
(Campisi, 2013). The loss of force-generating capacity continually declines as muscles
senesce and the number of myofibrils decrease. In humans, muscle senescence results in
sarcopenia (the loss of muscle tissue as a characteristic part of biological aging) and
decline in overall muscle function, leading to a decrease in metabolic rate, reduction of
bone density, insulin sensitivity, and aerobic capacity (Evans, 1995). These problems can

For these reasons, determining mechanisms behind muscle senescence is a vital step in
finding therapies for those with advancing age to increase muscle mass and strength. In
doing so, this may help decrease the prevalence of many age-associated chronic diseases
and increase the independence of those aging.
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Currently, there is no unifying hypothesis for how or what triggers muscle
senescence in most animals. Although the molecular mechanism that triggers muscle
senescence is still unknown, a few prevalent hypotheses include an increase of apoptosis,
a decrease in the number of satellite cells (muscle stem cells), and mitochondrial fusion
which can be detrimental to muscle tissue (Wone et al., 2018b). Various models of
muscle aging can provide valuable insight into age-related metabolic changes, each
having their advantages and disadvantages. For example, vertebrates such as the rhesus
macaques has a larger muscle which size aids in muscle sampling and they have a high
genetic similarity to humans (Uno, 1997). However, mammalian models often need large
amounts of resources to rear and house them as they age and require a significantly
longer research time frame. In contrast, invertebrates like Drosophilia melanogaster do
not have as much muscle tissue to sample as vertebrates but can raise several generations
of test subjects more quickly and easily than vertebrates (Demontis et al., 2013).
Previous studies have established that the hawk math, M. sexta, as a
complementary invertebrate model animal for examining muscle senescence (Wone et
al., 2018a, 2018b). The effects of aging can be readily observed and studied across the
entire course of aging with their short lifespan of about ten days. Hawk moths are a
useful model of vertebrate muscle aging due to the endothermic nature of their flight
muscles. Manduca sexta flight muscles are also synchronous, meaning the muscle fibers
contract once per every nerve impulse. This synchronous contraction is more similar to
the mammalian muscle contraction than the asynchronous contractions found in most
flying insect species (Yuan et al., 2015). Studying Manduca sexta will be useful in
determining the molecular and regulatory underpinnings of muscle senescence. Being
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able to identify and validate progressive changes of muscle aging in Manduca sexta,
could lead to further exploration of other model organisms, and advance the mechanistic
and regulatory understanding of the muscle aging process in animals.

BACKGROUND
In an animal, cellular processes are usually not carried out by individual proteins,
but typically by groups of proteins that interact with each other. Understanding how these
groups of proteins interact is a critical step in unravelling the molecular relationships that
occur within cells. Based off a set of protein interaction data, a protein-protein interaction
(PPI) network can be constructed by examining individual proteins as nodes and pairwise interactions between them as edges. Though many large-scale PPI data are
incomplete, they are still able to reveal important principles of protein organizations
within cells (Chen et al., 2014). PPI networks give the opportunity for further knowledge
extraction concerning the evolutionary relationships between species through the
conserved pathways and protein complexes (Athanasios et al., 2017).
The hub genes in a network are the highly connected genes that have high
correlation with other genes found in the network. Any changes in the expression of hub
genes might have the potential to influence a major part of the network, or any of the
metabolic processes that the network controls. Overall, genes having high connectivity
can transfer information rapidly in the network as compared to other genes that do not
have as many edges (Prasad et al., 2020). Genome-wide studies have previously shown
that the deletion of a hub protein is more likely to be lethal than deletion of a non-hub
protein. This phenomenon is known as the centrality-lethality rule. This rule is believed
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to reflect the importance of hubs in organizing the network, which would suggest the
biological significance of network construction (He & Zhang, 2006).
A protein-protein interaction network analysis provides a scientific model to
improve the understanding of mechanisms that underlie human diseases, including
muscle senescence. In previous studies, PPI network analysis has shown to be useful in
identifying hub proteins that are potential targets for aging and the treatment of diseases.
In a study aimed to identify potential hub genes in osteosarcoma, the program Cytoscape
was utilized along with the plug-in MCODE (Bader & Hogue, 2003). MCODE allowed
the visualization clusters, which have been widely used to detect protein complexes in
PPI networks (Pan et al., 2018). Usually, each cluster consists of groups of proteins that
perform similar tasks within the organism and tend to functionally be part of the same
biological processes (Haque et al., 2018).
Along with the Cytoscape plug-in MCODE, the plug-in cytoHubba has been
shown to be useful in the determination of hub genes in protein network analyses (Chin et
al., 2014). Using the eleven analysis methods that cytoHubba offers along with MCODE,
a study identifying potential molecular mechanisms in gastric cancer found five potential
associated hub genes (Cao et al., 2018). These previous studies show the potential to
identify hub genes from PPI networks, making it possible to determine hub genes
associated with muscle senescence. Using the Cytoscape software along with the
MCODE and cytoHubba plug-ins, this research aims to determine progressive changes in
hub genes of muscle aging using protein-protein interaction networks in aging muscle
tissue of Manduca sexta.
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The sets of data analyzed are the global protein-protein interactions in aging
muscle tissues from the significant genes of the time course RNA sequencing profiles in
flight muscles from middle to advanced aged M. sexta (Del Grosso, 2021). These data
that are uploaded and analyzed within the Cytoscape software are STRING confidence
scores between two proteins based off the RNA sequencing profiles (Szklarczyk et al.,
2021). The STRING database provides known and predicted protein-protein associations
data for more than 2,000 organisms. These associations include both physical interactions
and functional associates with confidence scores that quantify their reliability (Doncheva
et al., 2019). Confidence scores of less than 150 indicate low confidence, greater than 400
indicates medium confidence, greater than 700 indicates high confidence, and anything
greater than 900 indicates the highest confidence that there is an interaction between the
two proteins (Bozhilova et al., 2019).
Cytoscape is a software package available online that is used to visualize, analyze,
and model molecular and genetic interaction networks. Within the program, nodes
represent different biological entities, in this case proteins, that are connected by edges
that represent interactions between the entities. An example of these interactions is
experimentally determined protein-protein interactions. One of the key features of this
program is that the user can set the visual aspects of nodes and edges, such as shape,
color, or size, based on attribute values. Overall, this data-to-visual attribute mapping
allows researchers to view multiple sets of data in the context of a network (Cline et al.,
2007). Cytoscape also allows users to extend its functionality by downloading additional
software modules known as plug-ins. These plug-ins provide the means to implement
new algorithms, complete additional network analyses, and/or biological semantics
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(Shannon et al., 2003). Currently, there are one hundred and fifty-two public plug-ins
available within the Cytoscape software (Saito et al., 2012). For the purposes of this
research, the plug-ins cytoHubba (Chin et al., 2014) and MCODE (Bader & Hogue,
2003) are utilized.
The purpose of the plug-in MCODE is to find the clusters, or highly
interconnected regions, in a network. Clusters in a protein-protein interaction network are
often protein complexes and parts of pathways (Bader & Hogue, 2003). To better
optimize results, the networks are analyzed with a specific set of parameters. Network
parameters include: degree cutoff, include loops, haircut, fluff, node density cutoff, kcore, and maximum depth (Bader & Hogue, 2003). The degree cutoff is the value that
controls the minimum number of connections necessary for a node to be scored. Valid
values are two or higher to prevent singly connected nodes from getting an artificially
high node score. To include loops in an analysis would include self-edges in the
neighborhood density calculation. Haircut, a cluster finding parameter, removes all
singly-connected nodes from clusters that may only be connected to the cluster by one
edge. The purpose of the fluff parameter is to expand cluster cores by one neighbor shell
outwards. Tied to the fluff parament is node density cutoff which controls the neighbor

considered to be the most influential parameter for cluster size. This number is a
percentage, where the value of 0.2 allows for node scores to be no more than 20% less
than that of the seed node. The smaller the values, the smaller the cluster that will be
created and vice versa. Another cluster finding parameter, k-core, filters out clusters that
do not contain a maximally inter-connected sub-cluster of at least k degrees. For
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example, a triangle that has three nodes and three edges, would be considered a two-core,
as there are two connections per node. If a user were to increase this value, smaller
clusters would be excluded. Lastly, the maximum depth parameter limits the distance
from the seed node within which MCODE can search for cluster members (Bader &
Hogue, 2003).
The second Cytoscape plug-in was cytoHubba (Chin et al., 2014). CytoHubba
provides an interface to analyze networks with eleven different scoring methods. These
methods can be divided into local and global categories. The local ranking methods only
consider the relationship between a node and its direct neighbors. The global ranking
methods examine the relationship between the node and the entire network. Local
methods include Degree, Maximum Neighborhood Component (MNC), Density of
Maximum Neighborhood Component (DMNC), and Maximal Clique Centrality (MCC).
Global methods include Closeness, EcCentricity (EC), Radiality (Rad), BottleNeck (BN),
Stress (Str), Betweenness (BC), and Edge Percolated Component (EPC) (Chin et al.,
2014).

METHODOLOGY
Cytoscape Analysis
To determine the progressive changes in hub genes throughout the life span of the
hawk moth, data were used from male moths from day 2 of their life to day 5. In the male
moth, day 2 was identified as middle age and advanced ago was defined as day 5 (Wone
et al., 2018a). The data sets analyzed compare male age 5 (MA5) versus male age 2
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(MA2), male age 5 (MA5) versus male age 4 (MA4), male age 4 (MA4) versus male age
3 (MA3), and male age 3 (MA3) versus male age 2 (MA2).
Networks comparing male age 5 versus male age 2, male age 5 versus male age 4,
male age 4 versus male age 3, male age 3 versus male age 2, were uploaded separately
into the Cytoscape software and a network was generated for each of the comparisons.
Once the data have been analyzed by the base Cytoscape analyzing methods, the plug-in
MCODE was utilized to cluster the data.
To begin with the network scoring parameters, this analysis did not include loops,
as is made insignificant changes to the data analysis when loops were included. The
degree cutoff was set to 0.2, ensuring that nodes could not be singly connected to the
cluster. Haircut, a cluster finding parameter, was selected in this analysis. To keep the
clusters more specific, the fluff parameter was not selected. as the purpose of fluff is to
expand cluster cores by one neighbor shell outwards. As fluff was not included, node
density cutoff was not relevant to this analysis. The node score cutoff, the most
influential parameter for cluster size, was set to 0.2. Another cluster finding parameter, kcore, was set to two. Lastly, the maximum depth parameter by default is set large so that
clusters are virtually unlimited and for this project, the maximum depth was set at 100.
To further analyze each of the individual MCODE clusters that were found, the
plug-in cytoHubba was utilized (Chin et al., 2014). As previously discussed, cytoHubba
has eleven different analysis methods that compute all at once. These include: Degree,
Maximum Neighborhood Component (MNC), Density of Maximum Neighborhood
Component (DMNC), and Maximal Clique Centrality (MCC). Global methods include
Closeness, EcCentricity (EC), Radiality (Rad), BottleNeck (BN), Stress (Str),
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Betweenness (BC), and Edge Percolated Component (EPC). A study analyzing proteinprotein interaction networks in gastric cancer used MCODE as well as cytoHubba to
identify hub genes. When using the cytoHubba plug-in, this study only used the Maximal
Clique Capacity (MCC) method when analyzing their data (Cao et al., 2018). Another
study analyzing PPI networks in adipose tissue also primarily used the MCC method
along with Degree when analyzing the data after using the cytoHubba plug-in (Liu et al.,
2020). In a study more recently published on PPI network analysis with gastric cancer, all
the analysis methods were taken into account. The top twenty genes were selected from
each method and hub genes were determined based on the amount of times that the genes
were found in intersection with the most methods. With the hub genes, MCODE was ran
and it was found that all hub genes that were chosen were found in the highest scoring
module (Ma et al., 2021). Due to differing methods being used in recent research, this
thesis examines four data sets to identify candidate hub genes by two different methods
utilizing the plug-in cytoHubba. The first cytoHubba analysis utilizes all eleven of the
available methods, while a second analysis uses only the Maximal Clique Centrality
method.

RESULTS
From the Cytoscape software, a network initially was generated using data sets of
male age 5 hawk moths and male age 2 (Figure 1). The produced network was separated
into three main categories to define the importance of the nodes. Next, the male age 5
versus male age 4 network was uploaded, with the generated network (Figure 2) showing
66 nodes and 61 edges. A network was then generated comparing male age 4 versus male
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age 3 hawk moths. The produced network (Figure 3) is much smaller in size as there are
only 14 nodes with 62 edges connecting them. Further, the male age 3 versus male age 2
data set was uploaded into Cytoscape, with the produced network (Figure 4) showing 19
nodes with 15 edges.

Figure 1. Protein-Protein Interaction Network of significant genes in male age 5 and male
age 2 muscles of the hawk moth, Manduca sexta. The network consisted of 250 nodes
and 1151 edges. Clustered nodes are indicated by red, seed nodes are indicated by blue,
and unclustered nodes are indicated by green.
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Figure 2. Protein-Protein Interaction Network of significant genes in male age 5 and male
age 4 muscles of the hawk moth, Manduca sexta. The network consisted of 66 nodes and
61 edges. Clustered nodes are indicated by red, seed nodes are indicated by blue, and
unclustered nodes are indicated by green.

Figure 3. Protein-Protein Interaction Network of significant genes in male age 4 and male
age 3 muscles of the hawk moth, Manduca sexta. The network consisted of 14 nodes and
62 edges.
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Figure 4. Protein-Protein Interaction Network of significant genes in male age 3 and male
age 2 muscles of the hawk moth, Manduca sexta. The network consisted of 19 nodes and
15 edges.

Further analysis of the clustered nodes within the initial networks using the Cytoscape
plug-in MCODE identified cluster(s) within each of the networks. Analyzing the male
age 5 versus male age 2 network, found ten subclusters within the network (Figure 1).
The top two subclusters were the largest (Figure 5), with a significantly higher score than
the remaining eight clusters. Subcluster one with the highest score of 24.833 contained 25
nodes with 298 edges connecting them. Subcluster two had a score of 23.840 contained
26 nodes with 298 edges connecting them. The third highest scoring cluster contained
only 7 nodes connected by 18 edges with a score of 6.0. Analysis of the data set male age
5 versus male age 4, found three total subclusters shown in Figure 6. Male age 4 versus
male age 3 was completed using the MCODE plug-in and one cluster (Figure 7) was
discovered with a score of 11 containing 10 nodes and 45 edges. The data set male age 3
versus male age 2 was analyzed with MCODE, and two clusters were discovered (Figure
8), were found to be significantly smaller than previous identified clusters.
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Subcluster 1

Subcluster 2
Figure 5. Visualization of top two scoring clusters of data set male age 5 versus male age
2 determined using MCODE plug-in within Cytoscape software. Nodes indicated in blue
are considered the seed nodes.
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Subcluster One

Subcluster Two

Subcluster Three
Figure 6. Visualization of subclusters from data set male age 5 versus male age 4
determined using MCODE plug-in within Cytoscape software. Node indicated in blue is
considered the seed node.
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Subcluster One
Figure 7. Visualization of cluster from data set male age 4 versus male age 3 determined
using MCODE plug-in within Cytoscape software. Node indicated in blue is considered
the seed node.

Subcluster One

Subcluster Two

Figure 8. Visualization of cluster from data set male age 3 versus male age 2 determined
using MCODE plug-in within Cytoscape software. Node indicated in blue is considered
the seed node.

The data set comparing male age 5 hawk moths to male age 2 hawk moths was
then analyzed using the cytoHubba plug-in. In this analysis, all eleven methods were
considered and the top ten scoring nodes from each method was analyzed. After all data
analysis, seven possible hub genes were discovered (Table 1). For the analysis of the data
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set male age 5 versus male age 4, considering all analysis methods, three candidate hub
genes were determined and are found in Table 2. Using the data set comparing male age
4 to male age 3 hawk moths the cytoHubba plug-in was used. All eleven methods were
considered and the top three scoring nodes from each method was analyzed due to the
smaller data set size. Completion of data analysis showed candidate hub genes (Table 3).
Data analysis on male age 3 versus male age 2 considering all analysis methods within
the cytoHubba plug-in found two candidate hub genes (Table 4).
Table 1. Candidate hub genes discovered from male age 5 versus male age 2 data, where
each X indicates that the gene scored in the top ten for that cytoHubba analysis method.
Methods include Degree, Maximum Neighborhood Component (MNC), Density of
Maximum Neighborhood Component (DMNC), Maximal Clique Centrality (MCC),
Closeness, EcCentricity (EC), Radiality (Rad), BottleNeck (BN), Stress (Str),
Betweenness (BC), and Edge Percolated Component (EPC).
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Table 2. Candidate hub genes discovered from male age 5 versus male age 4 data, where
each X indicates that the gene scored in the top three for that cytoHubba analysis method.
Methods include Degree, Maximum Neighborhood Component (MNC), Density of
Maximum Neighborhood Component (DMNC), Maximal Clique Centrality (MCC),
Closeness, EcCentricity (EC), Radiality (Rad), BottleNeck (BN), Stress (Str),
Betweenness (BC), and Edge Percolated Component (EPC).

Table 3. Candidate hub genes discovered from male age 4 versus male age 3 data, where
each X indicates that the gene scored in the top three for that cytoHubba analysis method.
Methods include Degree, Maximum Neighborhood Component (MNC), Density of
Maximum Neighborhood Component (DMNC), Maximal Clique Centrality (MCC),
Closeness, EcCentricity (EC), Radiality (Rad), BottleNeck (BN), Stress (Str),
Betweenness (BC), and Edge Percolated Component (EPC).

Table 4. Candidate hub genes discovered from male age 3 versus male age 2 data, where
each X indicates that the gene scored in the top two for that cytoHubba analysis method.
Methods include Degree, Maximum Neighborhood Component (MNC), Density of
Maximum Neighborhood Component (DMNC), Maximal Clique Centrality (MCC),
Closeness, EcCentricity (EC), Radiality (Rad), BottleNeck (BN), Stress (Str),
Betweenness (BC), and Edge Percolated Component (EPC).
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Further analysis was completed using only one of the analysis methods of
cytoHubba, Maximal Clique Centrality (MCC). Top ten MCC genes from the male age 5
versus male age 2 data include: BGIBMGA000201, BGIBMGA009234,
BGIBMGA001395, BGIBMGA014177, BGIBMGA003028, BGIBMGA011237,
BGIBMGA004782, BGIBMGA004376, BGIBMGA009562, and BGIBMGA001915.
Top five MCC genes from the male age 5 versus male age 4 data include:
BGIBMGA012659, BGIBMGA008085, BGIBMGA009207, BGIBMGA002967, and
BGIBMGA000757.Top three MCC genes from the male age 4 versus male age 3 data
include: BGIBMGA004376, BGIBMGA007268, and BGIBMGA003671. Top three
MCC genes from the male age 3 versus male age 2 data include: BGIBMGA002967,
BGIBMGA011029, and BGIBMGA013466. Functions of candidate hub genes and
proteins associated with them in biological processes are found in Table 5, Table 6, Table
7, Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10.
Table 5. Candidate hub genes from male age 5 versus male age 2 data set involvement in
biological processes and proteins involved according to the analysis of all cytoHubba
analysis methods.
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Table 6. Candidate hub genes biological process involvement and proteins involved from
male age 5 versus male age 2 data set according to the Maximal Clique Centrality
cytoHubba analysis method.

Table 7. Candidate hub genes from male age 5 versus male age 4 data set involvement in
biological processes and proteins involved according to the analysis of all cytoHubba
analysis methods.
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Table 8. Candidate hub genes biological process involvement and proteins involved from
male age 5 versus male age 4 data set according to the Maximal Clique Centrality
cytoHubba analysis method.

Table 9. Candidate hub genes from male age 4 versus male age 3 data set involvement in
biological processes and proteins involved according to cytoHubba analysis.

Table 10. Candidate hub genes from male age 3 versus male age 2 data set involvement
in biological processes and proteins involved according to cytoHubba analysis.
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DISCUSSION
The cytoHubba analysis including all eleven of the analysis methods from the
data comparing male age 5 versus male age 2 showed seven possible hub genes involved
in muscle senescence. Possible hub genes were found in the top ten scoring nodes of at
least five of the eleven analysis methods. Note here that none of the hub genes that were
found in this method were in the top ten for the analysis method Maximal Clique
Centrality (MCC) with the reasoning for this being discussed later. Examining the male
age 5 versus male age 4 data, three candidate hub genes were determined, with the nodes
scoring within the top three for at least five of the eleven scoring methods of cytoHubba.
Due to the data set being much smaller, in male age 4 versus male age 3, the three
possible hub genes had to be the top three scoring nodes for it to be selected. It is
important to address here that the size of the data set is likely smaller due to the smaller
number of changes between the genes over the smaller time period. In this case, it is
interesting to point out that none of the top three were found in the Density of Maximum
Neighborhood Component (DMNC), but they were found in the top of the MCC analysis
method. This is likely due to the nature of the data set as there are not as many genes
being analyzed. Examining the male age 3 versus male age 2 data set, two possible hub
genes were determined, with the nodes scoring within the top three for at least seven
analysis methods. Between the three data sets that were analyzed, there is no crossover
between the potential hub genes found in male age 5 versus male age 2, male age 5
versus male age 4, male age 4 versus male age 3, and male age 3 versus male age 2.
The second cytoHubba analysis looking at just the MCC showed much different
results compared to utilizing all the available methods. Unlike the previous analysis
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where there was no crossover between the three data sets, there was one gene
(BGIBMGA004376) that was found both in the top genes in the male age 5 versus male
age 2 data and the male age 4 versus male age 3 data set. According to recent research,
the MCC method within cytoHubba may be a better way to analyze PPI networks. MCC
is a local rank method, meaning it only considers the relationship between the node and
its direct neighbors, not the between the node and the entire network as a global rank
method would do (Chin et al., 2014). Within a PPI network, it is known that a node that is
tightly clustered forms a highly interconnected network region and is more likely to
correspond to a functional module. The MCC method was initially proposed to increase
the sensitivity and specificity of the analysis to discover featured nodes. The intuition
behind MCC is that essential proteins tend to be clustered and when examining the
MCODE clusters of this data, this seems to be true (Chin et al., 2014). In these results, it
was apparent in the male age 5 versus male age 2 data set that the top ten MCC genes did
not line up with any of the other top ten from different analysis methods. This was to be
expected as MCC has been statistically shown to share less than 30% common
components to other methods. Also, a previous study showed that out of the top 100
ranked proteins for DMNC, only about 30% appeared on the top MCC list and did not
appear in any other method (Chin et al., 2014). Overall, the MCC method detects
different features from the other ten methods available.
As discussed in the Methodology section, most methods except for DMNC,
EcCentricity, and MCC tend to assign higher scores to a node when it owns more
neighbors and almost no low-degree proteins are found in their top lists (Chin et al.,
2014). In other words, it is known that eight of the methods are unable to find low-degree
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essential proteins. The degree of a protein would refer to the number of connected nodes
with an individual node, with a higher degree usually indicating a characteristic of a hub
gene, though this has been found to not always be the case. The initial study determined
that MCC performs better than others when analyzing protein-protein interaction
networks as it captures more essential proteins in the top ranked list in both high-degree
and low-degree proteins (Chin et al., 2014).
From the MCODE analysis of male age 5 versus male age 2 hawk moths ten
clusters were identified from the data set. Out of the ten clusters, two of them were
significantly larger than the others with scores of 24.833 and 23.840. The next largest
cluster from this data set only had a score of 6.0, which made it much less significant. In
comparison to the cytoHubba data using all analysis methods (Table 1), all but two of the
potential hub genes are found within the two largest clusters, with the others found in a
smaller cluster with a score of 4.0. Within cluster one, genes BGIBMGA009684 and
BGIBMGA001415 can be seen. In cluster two of the data set, genes BGIBMGA01168,
BGIBMGA009845, and BGIBMGA011710 are found. Comparing the MCC data with
the two main clusters, all top scoring MCC nodes are found within the first cluster. For
the data set male age 5 versus male age 4, candidate hub genes are spread out within the
three subclusters that were found via the previous MCODE analysis. The data set male
age 4 versus male age 3, was also visualized using the MCODE plug-in. Because it is
such a small data set, there is only one main cluster with this data that includes all but
three genes in the network. For both the top three genes using all analysis methods and
top three genes using only the MCC analysis method of cytoHubba, all genes were part of
the cluster. The data set male age 3 versus male age 2 was also analyzed with MCODE
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and there were two clusters found in this data set. Between the two small clusters, the top
genes for all analysis methods and for the MCC method can be seen.
Along with the results, it is also important to identify the functions of the genes
that are considered possible hub genes. As discussed previously, nodes that are clustered
tend to have similar functions and work within the same biological processes. This can be
seen in the cluster one data of the male age 5 versus male age 2 data set (Table 5 and
Table 6). The last data set, male age 5 versus male age 4 (Table 7 and Table 8) did have
differences in functions from the other data sets, but still had catabolic enzyme activity
and metabolism functions. In discussion of the male age 4 versus male age 3 data set
(Table 9) and male age 3 versus male age 2 data set (Table 10), there are many protein
subunits and biological process similarities to the male age 5 versus male age 2 data.
The vast majority of genes that are found within cluster one of male age 5 versus
male age 2 functions in a proteasome subunit involved with proteolysis in cellular protein
catabolic processes. A proteasome is defined as a large protein complex responsible for
the degradation of intracellular proteins requiring metabolic energy. Ubiquitin is a key
molecule that works with the proteasome and serves as a degradation signal for numerous
target proteins (Tanaka, 2009). The ubiquitin system also plays a vital role in protein
homeostasis by regulating the turnover of proteins important to many regulatory
pathways such as DNA damage and repair, cell cycle progression, apoptosis, receptormediated endocytosis, and signal transduction (Kona, 2013). Along with the presence of
proteasome subunits, ubiquitin-dependent catabolic processes are also biological function
of genes in cluster 1. In a study of the changes in skeletal muscle of mice, evidence of the
ubiquitin signatures was present during muscular atrophy (Lang et al., 2017). In the mice
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under the coordination of the ubiquitin-proteasome system, protein synthesis was
decreasing as protein degradation processes increased. Ubiquitination of the protein titin,
a protein that functions in the elasticity of muscle, was found to increase through a timedependent analysis. This same stud

enhanced protein

levels of other proteases and degradation proteins throughout the muscular atrophy
process (Lang et al., 2017).
Out of the four data sets, there was only one crossover between data sets for
candidate hub genes. The gene BGIBMGA004376 (a proteasome beta subunit protein)
was a candidate hub gene for both the male age 4 versus male age 3 data set and for the
male age 5 versus male age 2 data set according to the Maximal Clique Centrality
analysis method. This gene codes for proteolysis involved in cellular protein catabolic
process and threonine type endopeptidase activity. Overall, the results show that the
candidate hub genes changed from middle age to advance age in male hawk moths. The
candidate hub genes detected have similar involvements in biological processes, but they
changed from each timepoint analyzed.
Changes from middle age to advance age can be seen by looking at the day-to-day
comparison data of candidate hub genes. From age 3 to age 2, fatty acid beta-oxidation
begins and continues to be important as the moth ages, and transferase activity is seen.
Beginning between age 4 and age 3, proteasome complexes highly involved in protein
catabolic processes, along with ubiquitin complexes become a main function of many
candidate hub genes through age 5 of the moth. During the age 5 to age 4 time points,
transferase activity, fatty acid beta-oxidation, and hydrolase activity are the main
functions seen. Changed functions observed in male age 5 compared to male age 2
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involve proteasome complexes and ubiquitin binding, which has shown to be important
in muscle atrophy in mice, and other catabolic processes. From a biological perspective,
the results indicate that male hawk moths break down stored fatty acids from their larval
state for energy, but transition to breaking down protein complexes as they age to
maintain energy necessary to find mates (Wone et al. 2018a). This shift in energy sources
is supported by a previous study in mice where is was shown that energy metabolism of
skeletal muscle becomes less effective during aging, with many metabolic processes
being downregulated (Lin et al., 2018).
Further, it is necessary to address if male muscles are truly aging, or if they are
just breaking down to obtain energy in the more advanced age male moths. According to
Wone et al. (2018a), male moths do not feed, hence their muscles are most likely being
broken down to supply the moth with energy. The Wone et al. (2018a) study also found
that the female moths continued to eat into advanced age, so analyzing female moths and
determining their hub genes as they become more advanced in age could better address
how muscles age?
The genes from the different analyses would further need to be verified to ensure
that they are hub genes in muscle senescence. Candidate genes could be verified using
qRT-PCR to quantify gene expression, to determine if they are significantly lower in
expression in younger age moths. According to Wang et al. (2019), qRT-PCR allowed
the verification of hub genes of aortic dissection after analyzing protein-protein
interaction networks via Cytoscape to initially determine the hub genes. To determine the
significance of the identified hub genes in the hawk moth, further analyses need to occur
using knockout approaches.
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